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A B S T R A C T

Industry 4.0, or the fourth industrial revolution, is the current trend of automation and data exchange in
manufacturing technologies. Even though Industry 4.0 emerged as a manufacturing initiative, the idea of
bridging digital and physical systems can be expanded beyond the manufacturing industry. “Railroad
Infrastructure 4.0” is thus proposed in this study to revolutionize the maintenance operations of the railroad
industry. In North America, most primary freight and passenger rail corridors are constructed using ballasted
track. One of the primary maintenance activities is to ensure the ballast is performing adequately. Being able to
monitor the ballast condition and conduct tamping operations (e.g. maintenance activities) at optimal intervals
can increase the safety and efficiency of railroad operations. Previously, techniques such as ground penetrating
radar (GPR) and Matrix Based Tactile Surface Sensors (MBTSS) have been used to assess the condition of ballast,
but these investigative tools lack the capability of automatically and continuously monitoring the track system.
Researchers at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the University of South Carolina have de-
veloped a non-intrusive method as a key component of Railroad Infrastructure 4.0 to continuously quantify
ballast pressure distribution (i.e. ballast condition) under the sleeper (also known as a “crosstie”). This method
innovatively uses the bending moment profile across the concrete sleeper, and the approximated rail seat loads
as inputs, to back-calculate the ballast support condition through the use of an optimization algorithm. The
ballast support condition assessment system that was developed has been validated for accuracy from extensive
laboratory experimentation. The laboratory validated system was deployed in the field on a Class I heavy axle
load (HAL) freight railroad in the United States to continuously monitor the ballast pressure distribution beneath
concrete sleepers in real-time under revenue service operating conditions. The evaluation of ballast pressure
distributions between adjacent sleepers as well as tonnage accumulated are also included. To better quantify the
variation of ballast pressure beneath the sleepers, the Ballast Pressure Index (BPI) is also proposed. The in-
formation presented in this paper demonstrates the concept and potential of Railroad Infrastructure 4.0 as a
future framework for railroad maintenance planning and management.

Introduction and background

Industry 4.0

From the first revolution of mechanization using water power and
steam power, to mass production and the assembly line, to the more
recent achievement of further automation of manufacturing using
electronics and Information Technology (IT), the manufacturing in-
dustry has undergone significant transformation. Industry 4.0, or the
original German “Industrie 4.0”, represents the fourth industrial

revolution [11]. By converging IT and Operational Technology (OT)
with the hyper-connected digital industry, Industry 4.0 introduces what
has been called the “smart factory,” in which cyber-physical systems
(CPS) monitor the physical processes of the factory and make decen-
tralized decisions [11]. Not limited to manufacturing industry, the
concept, principles, and technologies of Industry 4.0 are now being
increasingly adopted by other industries. Amazon’s automated ship-
ment centers are large-scale examples of the CPS working toward In-
dustry 4.0 [30]. The leading online marketplace’s “fulfillment centers”
already rely on more than 15,000 robots to pick out merchandise for
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orders. The company also utilizes one of the largest robotic moving
arms in the world to help transfer pallets. The key to the robotic
warehouse’s success is that robots can learn, self-adjust, and aggregate
and share data from other pods to troubleshoot issues among them-
selves [30].

Railroad Infrastructure 4.0

Throughout history, the railroad industry has witnessed various
changes and improvements; especially in recent years, with the devel-
opment of Automatic Train Control (ATC) and Automatic Train
Protection (ATP) systems [28,7], as well as the anticipated launch of a
driverless freight railway in Australia [25], railroad operation has en-
tered the automation era. However, on the railroad track maintenance
side, manual labor is still highly relied upon due to the fact that a
sizeable portion of maintenance activities are prioritized based on re-
sults from periodic visual inspection. Without an automated and sys-
tematic monitoring system, railroad infrastructure lacks proper and
cost-efficient maintenance operations. Therefore, adopting the concept
of Industry 4.0 and adjusting it to the railroad industry, Railroad In-
frastructure 4.0 is proposed as an integrated and automated system that
would allow the railroad infrastructure to diagnose the problems
among its components and maintain itself.

The proposed Railroad Infrastructure 4.0 framework consists of four
key elements: Sensor Monitoring, Cloud Computing, Decision Making,
and Problem Solving. As can be seen in Fig. 1(a), railroad track infra-
structure consists of two parts, superstructure (rails, sleepers, and fas-
tening system), and substructure (ballast, sub-ballast, and subgrade). A
failure in either part of the infrastructure can potentially endanger the
safe and efficient operations of railroads. During Sensor Monitoring,
sensors installed in the superstructure and substructure of the railroad
track infrastructure are automatically and constantly monitoring the

behavior of the track system and its components. As highlighted in
Fig. 1(b), several monitoring techniques have already been successfully
implemented in the field and can be integrated into Railroad Infra-
structure 4.0. The Wheel Impact Load Detector (WILD) is currently used
by North American and international railways to monitor the static and
dynamic wheel loads that are applied to the infrastructure [16]; the
concrete surface strain gauge was first deployed in the field by re-
searchers at UIUC to measure and analyze the in-service flexural de-
mand of concrete sleeper [8,9]; a “SmartRock”, a 3-D printed rock with
built-in electronics developed by researchers at the Pennsylvania State
University, has been installed on test tracks at the Transportation
Technology Center (TTC) and has proven to provide valuable mea-
surements on ballast particle movement [18]. The combination of
measurements collected from these sensors can indicate the track
condition at any given time. While the sensors are collecting mea-
surements, data are simultaneously transferring to the cloud server for
post-analysis. To convert raw measurements into valuable information
in a timely manner, a set of cost-efficient algorithms need to be de-
veloped for Cloud Computing. Big Data analysis techniques should be
implemented during this process to minimize the computation time.
Several limits (e.g. maximum input load, maximum bending strength,
maximum displacement) must be established at the beginning such that
once a value exceeds a set limit, the Decision Making stage will be
triggered and the end-users (i.e. railroad track department directors),
will be alarmed. End-users will respond with a request for certain
maintenance activities and they will be carried out during Problem
Solving, possibly by autonomous maintenance rail vehicles in the fu-
ture.

The four elements in Railroad Infrastructure 4.0 create a loop for
automated and cost-efficient railroad track maintenance operations.
Though human interference may be required during Decision Making
and Problem Solving stages, these processes can ultimately mature to

Fig. 1. Railroad Infrastructure 4.0: (a) Conceptual framework; (b) Example of in-track sensors.
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full automation. Railroad Infrastructure 4.0 is a self-learning system. It
will adapt from the decisions made by end-users over numerous com-
binations of results analyzed during Cloud Computing and eventually
be able to provide the most suitable decision by itself. With the recent
development of autonomous vehicles and the fast-growing robotic
techniques, maintenance activities can be conducted automatically
with minimum human supervision in the near future. Also, as an
Internet of Things (IoT), Railroad Infrastructure 4.0 is capable of
adapting to new techniques and integrating upgrades in each of the four
elements. The remainder of the paper will introduce a recently devel-
oped technique for automatically assessing the ballast condition within
the railroad track infrastructure and demonstrate how it can be im-
plemented as a useful upgrade to Railroad Infrastructure 4.0.

Development of automatic ballast support condition assessment
system

Ballast material and previous research

In North America, the majority of railroad track infrastructure is
supported by ballast. Ballast is usually packed between, below, and
around the sleepers [26]. Beyond bearing and distributing the load
from the sleepers to the substructure, ballast also facilitates the drai-
nage of water, keeps vegetation from interfering with the track struc-
ture, and provides lateral stability and holds the track in place during
the passage of trains [26]. In 2013, North American railroads added
around 10.3 million cubic meters (13.5 million cubic yards) of ballast to
the track structure for new construction and maintenance projects [2].

A variety of materials have been used for ballast over the years, but
crushed stone, such as granite and hard sandstone, is considered to be
the premium ballast material and has long been preferred for mainline
applications [20]. A well-performing ballast material should be hard,
angular, uniformly graded, and have a rough surface texture [24].
However, because of its granular property, repeated train loads can
cause plastic ballast deformation within the ballast layer which in-turn
leads to ballast breakage, track settlement, and track geometry devia-
tions [24,17,23,13,6,27]. These ballast deterioration mechanisms re-
arrange the ballast distribution and change the support condition be-
neath the sleepers, not only increasing the risk of track geometry
deviations, but also affecting the bending behavior of sleepers, as the
sleeper’s flexural performance is highly sensitive to its support condi-
tion [31,32].

To prevent ballast deterioration from jeopardizing safe railroad
operations, several techniques have been employed to inspect and in-
vestigate the ballast condition. The traditional technique is visual ob-
servation of the track, but it is superficial and is mostly used to look for
mud pumping or standing water [24]. Advanced techniques have been
developed in recent years to investigate the ballast condition at the
sleeper-ballast interface. A hi-rail-based or geometry-car-mounted
ground penetrating radar (GPR) system can record the subsurface
profile and ballast particle distribution beneath sleepers along the track

[29]. However, GPR inspections typically occur at certain fixed inter-
vals and the methodology does not facilitate continuous monitoring of
ballast condition or recording data under the passage of trains. Instal-
ling a Matrix Based Tactile Surface Sensor (MBTSS) system along the
bottom of the sleeper can capture the ballast pressure distribution di-
rectly beneath sleepers, but it requires jacking the rail and sleepers
during installation of the sensors, thus disturbing the ballast [21].
Furthermore, the pressure sensors are fragile and high loads induced by
train passes as well as environmental conditions can result in failure of
the sensor within a relatively short period of time. With these chal-
lenges in mind, a non-intrusive, computer-aided technique to accu-
rately and continuously measure the ballast condition in a timely
manner is needed.

Development approach

Since maintaining the health of track ballast is of vital importance to
the robustness of railroad infrastructure, certain techniques need to be
incorporated into the loop of Railroad Infrastructure 4.0 to ensure an
automatic and systematic approach towards monitoring and assessing
the ballast condition. Knowing that it is inherently difficult to directly
measure the ballast condition at the sleeper-ballast interface, re-
searchers at UIUC and USC have developed an indirect technique,
which can be readily adopted into Railroad Infrastructure 4.0, to
quantify the ballast support condition beneath concrete sleepers. Based
on force equilibrium and the basic principles of statics, for a two-di-
mensional subject, only one combination of reaction forces (one sup-
port condition) can account for a certain bending moment profile under
a set of applied loads. Following this logic, if the concrete sleeper is
simplified as a two-dimensional beam, then its ballast support condition
can be back-calculated from the bending moments along the concrete
sleeper and the corresponding rail seat loads, both of which can be
quantified during either laboratory or field experimentation [8].

Concrete surface strain gauges have proven capable of capturing the
bending strains experienced by concrete sleepers during previous la-
boratory and field experimentation [8], and are expected to be a key
component within the Sensor Monitoring element of Railroad Infra-
structure 4.0. The bending strains can be converted into bending mo-
ments when calibration factors, which can be determined in the la-
boratory, are applied. Loading configurations used for calibration tests
are adapted from tests specified in Chapter 30, Section 4.9 in the
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association
(AREMA) Manual for Railway Engineering (MRE) (2016). Fig. 2 illus-
trates the typical layout of strain gauges installed on a 260 cm (102 in.)
long concrete sleeper. A total of five strain gauges (labeled A - E) are
installed, oriented longitudinally along the chamfer, near the top sur-
face of the sleeper. Because the sleeper is not fixed (no restraint) at two
ends in any ballast support condition, the bending moments at two ends
should equal to zero. Therefore, when combined with five measured
moments from strain gauges, the sleeper has a total of seven known
bending moments at seven discrete locations.

Fig. 2. Profile view of a typical instrumented concrete sleeper (red lines indicate surface strain gauge locations). (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The values of rail seat loads are obtained differently under labora-
tory and field experimentation. In the laboratory, rail seat loads can be
monitored and recorded through either calibrated pressure gauges or
calibrated load cells. In the field, rail seat loads are indirectly computed
using the AREMA recommended equation (Eq. (1)) [1], from the wheel
loads provided by nearby WILD sites or similar vertical rail-mounted
wheel load strain gauge circuits, both of which can be incorporated into
the Sensor Monitoring element of Railroad Infrastructure 4.0.

= × × +R WL DF (1 IF) (1)

where R=design rail seat load (kN)

WL=unfactored wheel load (kN)
DF=distribution factor (from AREMA MRE Figure 30-4-1)
IF= impact factor (specified as 200% by AREMA).

AREMA assumes rail seat loads to be point loads when calculating
the bending moments [1]. However, in order to consider a more rea-
listic loading scenario, rail seat loads are assumed to be uniformly
distributed across the rail seats in the ballast support condition back-
calculator.

Fig. 3 shows the two-dimensional sleeper model that the back-cal-
culation is based on. The model represents a 260 cm (102 in.) long
concrete sleeper typically used in North American heavy haul freight
railroad infrastructure. As mentioned above, the rail seat loads are as-
sumed to be uniformly distributed over the 15 cm (6 in.) rail seat. The
sleeper was divided into six discrete bins of equal size (numbered 1–6),
so that the width of each bin was 43 cm (17 in.). Each bin will carry a
certain percentage of the total ballast reaction force, and within each
bin, the reaction force was also assumed to be uniformly distributed.
The reaction force distribution in Fig. 3 demonstrates a scenario where
the ballast support is uniform along the entire sleeper, but it is not
intended to represent an actual result from the back-calculator. The
strain gauge layout of the sleeper model is identical to that of the in-
strumented sleepers mentioned earlier. Therefore, a total of nine back-
calculator inputs, consisting of seven known bending moments and two
approximated rail seat loads, can be used in the sleeper model. In ad-
dition, two boundary conditions are included for computation. First,
based on force equilibrium, the total ballast reaction force should equal
the total rail seat loads, thus the sum of all six bins should be ap-
proximately 100%. Second, the value of each bin should not be less
than zero, as it is unrealistic to have a negative reaction force for bal-
last.

During the development stage, the automatic ballast support con-
dition assessment system is simulated as a standalone support condition
back-calculator, with features that could be later adopted into Railroad
Infrastructure 4.0 (see Section 3 for field application). The ballast
support condition back-calculation process is summarized in the flow-
chart below (Fig. 4). First, the standalone back-calculator allows the
user to define the input rail seat loads as well as the bending moments
at the five strain gauge locations along the sleeper. The magnitudes of
those inputs should represent a true set of laboratory experimentation
results or in-field measurements. When incorporated into Railroad In-
frastructure 4.0, the input rail seat loads will be automatically com-
puted and defined based on the measurements gathered from the Sensor
Monitoring element. Second, the back-calculator will generate a

support condition, which consists of random combinations of reaction
forces. This random support condition is disregarded if it does not meet
the pre-established boundary conditions, and the computation would
only proceed to the next step once both boundary conditions are sa-
tisfied. Third, from the values of rail seat input loads and the generated
support condition, the back-calculator would compute a matrix of seven
bending moments along the sleeper. The calculated bending moment
matrix will then be compared with the matrix of the seven input
bending moments. The back-calculator would go back and generate a
new set of support condition if the matrix difference is found to be
significant. The iteration would terminate when the difference between
two matrices reached its minimum. An optimization algorithm was
implemented into the iteration process to reduce the computational
time. In the end, the back-calculator generated the combination of re-
action forces that induced the matrix of input bending moments as the
resultant support condition. The ballast reaction forces could be later
converted into ballast pressures by dividing the forces over the bottom
width of the sleeper. When the assessment system is eventually in-
cluded into Railroad Infrastructure 4.0, the entire iteration process will
be conducted within the Cloud Computing element (see Section 3 for
field application).

For a certain set of input loads and reaction forces, shear force and
bending moment profiles can be determined by applying the principle
of statics [12]. If the variations of shear force and bending moment
were considered as functions of position, x, along the length of the
sleeper, the equations for calculating the change in shear force and
change in bending moment could be written as shown below.

∫=V w x dxΔ ( ) (2)

∫=M V x dxΔ ( ) (3)

where ΔV =change in shear force (kN)
w(x)= intensity of the loading along the sleeper (kN/m)
V(x)=magnitude of shear force along the sleeper (kN)
ΔM =change in bending moment (kNm).

The change in shear force equals the area under the loading dia-
gram. Since the loading condition was known, the shear force diagram
could be produced along the entire length of the sleeper. The change in
bending moment equals the area under the shear force diagram. Since
there was no bending moment at either end of the sleeper, the entire
bending moment diagram could then be developed.

In order to apply the two equations above to capture the continuous
bending moment profile, the bending strain must be known at every
infinitely small interval along the sleeper to seek the unique solution.
Instrumentation such as laser and optical fiber can potentially achieve
this goal [22,4], but in the development stage of the ballast support
condition assessment system and due to the limitation of the discrete
strain gauge installation, Eqs. (2) and (3) needed to be modified to
calculate the bending moment at each discrete location. Fig. 5 de-
monstrates a sample calculation process. As mentioned earlier, a con-
crete sleeper can be simplified as a simply-supported two-dimensional
beam (Fig. 5(a)). Vertical rail seat loads (R1 and R2) acted as uniformly
distributed loads. Based on previously defined loading conditions,

Fig. 3. Sleeper model for ballast support condition
back-calculator (with assumed uniform support
condition).
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ballast reaction forces were evenly divided into six bins and within each
bin, the reaction force was uniformly distributed. As shown in Fig. 5(a),
a random set of ballast reactions were applied to the beam, but the
following relation needed to be achieved to satisfy the pre-established
boundary condition.

∑+ =
=

R R F
i

i1 2
1

6

(4)

where, R1, R2= rail seat load magnitude over each rail seat (kN)
Fi= total ballast reaction within each sleeper bin (kN).

Once the loading configuration was set up, the shear and bending
moment diagram (Eq. (5)) could then be calculated based on Eqs. (2)
and (3), as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c). However, since the purpose of
this entire process was to compare the calculated bending moments
with the measured bending moments from the strain gauges, bending
moments from only seven discrete locations (highlighted in Fig. 5(c))
were required, and they were calculated within the model by using the
equation below.
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where, R1, R2= rail seat load magnitude over each rail seat (kN)
Fi= total ballast reaction within each sleeper bin (kN)
l= length of sleeper bin (m)
g= gauge distance (distance between centers of rails) (m).

To provide the most accurate results, the difference between mea-
sured and calculated values need to be minimized. A normalized value
was thus used to determine the difference between the computed and
input bending moments. The equation for calculating this normalized
value is listed below (Eq. (6)). This value should always be greater than
or equal to zero. As the iterations begin to converge, this value should
stay relatively stable around its minimum, and for the last five itera-
tions, the percent difference among those normalized values should be
within 1%. Note, the difference between the calculated values and
target values exist due to numerical iterations. With a fixed set of the
input strains, because there are more knowns than unknows, the cal-
culated ballast support condition is unique with given numbers of steps
during iterations. In other words, the solution is unique.

Fig. 4. Flowchart for ballast support condition assessment system.

Fig. 5. Two-dimensional model sample calculation (a) Loading configuration,
(b) Shear diagram, (c) Bending moment diagram.
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∑= −
=

norm M M( )
n cal n ipt n1

7
, ,

2
(6)

where, norm=normalized value of the difference between matrices
of input moments and calculated moments and:

Mcal,n= calculated bending moment at nth discrete location from
the left end of the sleeper
Mipt,n= input bending moment at nth discrete location from the left
end of the sleeper.

Optimization algorithm

During the development stage, MATLAB was chosen as the pro-
gramming language for the optimization process. Because MATLAB
uses the matrix as its basic data element and employs vectorized op-
erations [19], it expedited the optimization process of the back-calcu-
lator as matrix-based computation was regarded as a crucial step during
the iteration. Further, the user-friendly interface in MATLAB facilitated
accelerated development of the algorithm and will eventually improve
end-user experience. However, due to the possibility for large amounts
of data flowing inside Railroad Infrastructure 4.0, the programming
language is subject to change to adapt the algorithm for faster proces-
sing speed.

Bi-polar Pareto Distribution, a long-tailed probability distribution,
was used as the random variable generator to generate a random
combination of reaction forces during the iteration process. The equa-
tion for generating random variables is shown below as Eq. (7) [10].

= −
−

+
−−

−

r s α
10

( 1.0)

( )
rand

α20 10
10

20
20 (7)

where, r= generated random variable (between 0.0 and 1.0)

s= fair coin flip (equal probability of −1.0 and 1.0)
α=excursion parameter (ranges from 1.0 to 2.0)
rand= random variable generated from uniform probability dis-
tribution (between 0.0 and 1.0).

The reason for choosing a bi-polar Pareto Distribution over a uni-
form probability distribution as the random variable generator was
that, when compared to using random variables drawn from uniform
probability distribution, random variables drawn from long-tailed
probability distributions result in super-diffusive search behaviors that
enable the iteration process to cover the entire dataset more quickly
and thoroughly [10]. The reason for choosing bi-polar Pareto Dis-
tribution over other long-tailed probability Distributions was that
Pareto Distribution could find better solutions in less time without
being significantly affected by reasonable variations in the excursion
parameters of the probability distributions [10].

Simulated annealing was chosen as the probabilistic technique for
approximating the global optimum of the iteration process. One im-
portant characteristic of simulated annealing was that it had a prob-
ability of accepting a “worse” solution [14]. The acceptance probability
function used to determine whether to obtain a solution is listed in Eq.
(8).

=
−

ap e
normold normnew

T
( )

(8)

where, ap= acceptance probability

normold= normalized value of the difference between matrices of
input moments and calculated moments from the previous iteration
normnew=normalized value of the difference between matrices of
input moments and calculated moments from the current iteration
T= temperature (greater than 0.00001).

The acceptance probability (ap) was compared to a random variable

(between 0.0 and 1.0) generated from uniform probability distribution
after each iteration. If ap was greater than the random variable, the
back-calculator would abandon the combination of reaction forces from
the previous iteration and accept that from the current iteration as a
better solution. If not, the back-calculator would keep the combination
from the previous iteration as the better solution. As can be seen from
Eq. (6), as long as the difference between input and calculated moments
was larger in the previous iteration than in the current iteration, ap
would be greater than 1.0, meaning that simulated annealing would
always accept the result from the current iteration if it could generate a
better solution. However, when the result from the current iteration
generated a worse solution, it is possible that simulated annealing
would allow the back-calculator to accept the worse solution. This
could be beneficial when the iteration process was stuck at a local
optimum. No better solution could be found near a local optimum, so
temporally accepting a sub-optimal solution would help the back-cal-
culator to “jump” out of the local optimum.

The characteristic of occasionally accepting poorer solutions is the
major difference simulated annealing has as compared to the general
hill climbing algorithms [15]. A typical hill climbing algorithm simply
accepts neighbor solutions that are better than the current solution. The
algorithm stops when it cannot find any better neighbors. However,
considering all the solutions of a given optimization problem as many
hills, the best solution being the highest hill. If the plan was to only
climb upward, the climber would reach a point where he or she could
no longer climb any higher without first descending. Similar to this
analogy, simulated annealing prevented the back-calculator from get-
ting stuck at any local optima by allowing the back-calculator to
sporadically choose worse solutions over seemingly better ones.

The temperature term, variable T (which is not related to a measure
of heat), was used in Eq. (6) as a scale factor to adjust the ap value. At
the beginning of the iteration process, T was set to be a value greater
than 0.00001, which would provide the proper amount of randomness
into optimization to escape local optima early in the process, and it
would gradually decrease as the iteration progressed, increasing the ap
value and lowering the possibility of accepting a worse solution. As the
iteration process came to an end, T would approach 0.00001, making it
very unlikely to accept a worse solution and highly likely to find the
global optimum. Fig. 6 shows a pseudocode that demonstrates a sim-
plified version of the optimization algorithm. The variable β was in-
troduced in Line 4 of the code. This variable was defined as the rate of
decrease for variable T; that is, the lower the β value was, the faster the
variable T reached its minimum. In Line 6, a cumulative variable, i, was
introduced. This variable increased by 1 after each loop of iteration for
every T value, and the total number of iterations for each T value was
defined in Line 7 (200 iterations shown in the pseudocode).

The values of the variables α, T, β, and i need to be tuned to opti-
mize the efficiency, accuracy, as well as consistency of the ballast

Fig. 6. Pseudocode for the optimization algorithm.
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support condition assessment system. Therefore, a series of parametric
studies were conducted to obtain the optimal values of those variables.
One particular set of bending moments and rail seat loads was imported
into the back-calculator as inputs to generate resultant support condi-
tions based on different combinations of variable values. Initially, 2.0,
8.0, 0.9, and 200 were assigned to the variables, respectively. The
parametric studies were divided into four parts; for each part, one
variable was tested on numerous values while the other three variables
remained unchanged. For example, in Part 1, several values of α within
the range of 1.0–2.0 were tested, but variables T, β, and i remained
constant. For each set of variables, twenty randomized initial support
conditions were used to compute the resultant support conditions.
Average computational time and sum of normalized values for all
twenty tests were recorded. After each part of parametric studies, an
optimal value of the changing variable would be determined as it
generated the results with least average computational time and the
sum of normalized values.

Table 1 illustrates the process and the results of the parametric
studies. For each part of the parametric studies, the cell containing the
variable subject to changes was filled with green color. After each part,
the optimal value of the changing variable was bolded and shown right
below the color-filled cell. For instance, 1.227 was selected as the op-
timal value for variable α after Part 1, and could be seen right below the
color-filled cell in Part 1. This value remained constant during the re-
mainder of the parametric studies. Another way to understand the table
is to use the diagonally-arranged color-filled cells to divide the table
into two zones. The upper zone represents the initial values of the
variables that had not yet been subject to changes during the studies,
while the lower zone represents the optimal values of the variables. As
shown in Table 1, the optimal values for α, T, β, and i are 1.227, 4,
0.85, and 550, respectively.

Based on the initial values of the four variables, the average com-
putational time was around 2min, and the maximum computational
time could reach almost 4 and a half minutes. The optimal values ob-
tained through parametric studies improved the performance of the
back-calculator by reducing the average computational time to 20 s and
the maximum computational time to less than 1min, which was con-
sidered to be short, and very reasonable for achieving the objectives
associated with the standalone back-calculator. The resultant support
conditions generated from the twenty randomized initial conditions
also turned out to be identical, indicating that the optimization algo-
rithm was robust in approximating the global optimum. When in-
corporated into Railroad Infrastructure 4.0, the four variables may need
to be further tuned, depending on the end-users’ demand on the effi-
ciency of the ballast support condition assessment system.

Previous attempts were made to investigate the efficiency and
consistency of the support condition back-calculator with a larger
number of bins. However, for a single set of input moments and rail seat
loads, the resultant support conditions were different when computed
from different initial conditions. The limited number of input variables
and boundary conditions is the likely cause for the inconsistency in
results when attempting to increase resolution. Therefore, the ballast
support condition was evenly divided into six discrete bins along the
sleeper, and the same number of bins were later used in laboratory
validation as well as field measurement. However, given that laser and

optical fiber have the potential to be developed to measure more strains
at a shorter distance, the number of bins can become larger and thus
more realistic ballast support conditions can be computed.

Laboratory validation

The parametric studies explained in the previous section ensured
the efficiency and consistency of the ballast support condition assess-
ment system, but to validate the accuracy of the results calculated
within the Cloud Computing element and Railroad Infrastructure 4.0 as
a whole, laboratory experiments were conducted at the Research and
Innovation Laboratory (RAIL) at UIUC. A 260 cm (102 in.) long con-
crete sleeper that had previously been in service in a North American
heavy haul freight track was selected for the experimentation. No
visible vertical cracks were observed on the sleeper. Five surface strain
gauges were mounted on the sleeper following the same orientation and
locations as mentioned above, and were calibrated to provide a means
to convert strains to bending moments through iterations of calibration
testing.

The Static Loading Testing Machine (SLTM) at UIUC was used for
this phase of laboratory experimentation. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the
SLTM has two loading rams, one at each rail seat. Hydraulic hand
pumps were used to manually pressurize the rams to generate static rail
seat loads. The loading face of the rams had a smooth surface with a
15 cm (6 in.) width to simulate a rail base and to establish the static
loads could be uniformly distributed across the entire rail seats, en-
suring that the uniformly distributed rail seat load assumption made in

Table 1
Results of parametric studies.

CASE T i
Initial 2.0 8.0 0.90 200
Part 1 1.0 ~ 2.0 8.0 0.90 200
Part 2 1.227 1.0 ~ 8.0 0.90 200
Part 3 1.227 4.0 0.0 ~ 0.90 200
Part 4 1.227 4.0 0.85 200 ~ 800

Optimal 1.227 4.0 0.85 550

Fig. 7. Static Load Testing Machine (SLTM) at UIUC: (a) Laboratory setup; and
(b) Schematic profile view drawing.
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the ballast support condition assessment system was also achieved in
the laboratory experimentation. Beneath the instrumented sleeper was
a series of rubber pads. Given the stiffness of the rubber pads was found
to be comparable to the stiffness of the track substructure typically seen
in the field, the rubber pads were used to simulate ballast support [3].
To replicate the composition of six discrete bins in the support condi-
tion back-calculator, the width of the rubber pads was designed to be
identical to the bin width (43 cm (17 in.)).

Several experiments were conducted on the instrumented sleeper
with varying support conditions. By rearranging the rubber pads, a total
of five support conditions were created for the experiments

(Fig. 8). Each of the support conditions represents a ballast dis-
tribution commonly seen in the field [3]. For each support condition,
the sleeper was loaded from 0 to 44.5 kN (10 kips) at both rail seats and
the strain data were recorded while the rail seat loads were kept at 44.5
kN (10 kips). Bending moments could later be converted from the strain
data at five discrete locations along the sleeper. Combined with zero
moments at the two ends of the sleeper, seven bending moments con-
stituted the moment diagram for each support condition, as shown in
Fig. 8. No crack was observed on the sleeper during the loading process.

The seven bending moments and two static rail seat loads were used
as inputs for the standalone support condition back-calculator to back-
calculate the reaction force distribution. The comparisons between the
laboratory setups and back-calculator results can be seen in Fig. 9. The
vertical red1 lines shown in the back-calculator results represent the
reaction force exerted at the bottom of the sleeper. The longer the red
lines, the greater the reaction force. The calculated reaction force dis-
tributions were comparable to the physical arrangements of the rubber
pads, that is, the majority of the reaction forces were distributed at bins
where the rubber pads were laid. One seemingly “inconsistent” com-
parison was between the full support condition (Fig. 9(a)), where the
back-calculator result shows that the reaction forces were more con-
centrated below the rail seat sections rather than being uniformly dis-
tributed along the sleeper. However, the full support condition only
implied that the bottom of the sleeper was in full contact with the
support layer, and it was not guaranteed that the pressure along the
bottom of the sleeper would remain constant. In fact, when loaded, the
center portion of the sleeper curled upwards while the rail seat sections
translated downwards. This bending behavior caused the reaction
forces to be more concentrated below rail seat sections, as illustrated by
the back-calculator. Therefore, for the laboratory experiments

conducted for each rubber pad arrangement, the support condition
back-calculator generated a reasonable result. Even though the re-
sultant reaction distributions were not sensitive enough to capture the
change of reaction forces within each bin, given the limited number of
input variables, the authors were comfortable with the accuracy of the
ballast support condition assessment system for visualizing and quan-
tifying the general support condition a concrete sleeper might experi-
ence.

Field experimentation and monitoring results

Field experimentation

After validation with extensive laboratory experiments, the auto-
matic ballast support condition assessment system was deployed at a
tangent location on a Class I heavy axle load (HAL) freight railroad in
the western United States to examine its performance and monitor the
support conditions over time. The field site was located in Nebraska
(NE) and was subjected to approximately 200 million gross tonnes
(MGT) of freight traffic in 2014. One of the benefits of selecting this
particular location was the consistency of train loading; almost all of
the traffic on this line was unit-coal trains with similar locomotives and
cars, which resulted in little variance in wheel and axle loads. Further,
Wheel Impact Load Detectors (WILD), which can provide actual wheel
load values which can then be converted into rail seat input loads, were
installed nearby. A schematic of the field experimentation map and a
photo after installation are shown in Fig. 10.

As shown in Fig. 10(a), the test site had two zones, spaced ap-
proximately 18m (60 ft) apart, with each zone consisting of five slee-
pers. Based on visual inspection only, Zone 1 was selected as a poorly
supported zone because, upon train passes, this zone was observed to
deflect more than Zone 2 [33]. Two thermocouples were installed on a
sleeper between the two zones, one at the sleeper top chamfer and one
near the sleeper bottom covered in ballast. These were deployed to
measure the temperature gradient between the top and bottom of the
sleeper [33,5]. The wheel load data provided by the nearby WILD were
used to calculate the rail seat loads experienced by the sleepers. Since
the wheels passing through the test site regularly had a nominal wheel
load of 160 kN (36 kips) (Fig. 11), the rail seat load could be ap-
proximated to be 80 kN (18 kips) according to AREMA MRE Figure 30-
4-1 [1], and this value was used as the input rail seat load for the
support condition assessment. The concrete sleeper at the site was
260 cm (102 in.) long and was waisted (tapered) at the center. The
ballast layer is constructed with granite aggregate with a grain size

Fig. 8. Laboratory support conditions and corresponding moment diagrams.

1 For interpretation of color in Figs. 9, 15 and 16, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.
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distribution that met the AREMA No. 4 gradation requirements [1]. The
sleepers, which have a 1:30 cant at the rail seat, were installed in 1999
and spaced at 610mm (24 in.) on center.

Developed ballast support assessment system calculation procedures

Introduced in Section 2, a back-calculator was developed as part of
the automatic ballast support condition assessment system to compute
ballast pressure distribution subjected to revenue service loading in
real-time. Fig. 12 illustrates the work flow for the developed automatic
ballast support condition assessment system.

Existing ballast pressure limit states

Ballast pressure distributions were used to represent the various
sleepers’ support conditions. Under an assumption of uniform support,
the ballast pressure can be calculated as 221 kPa (32 psi). There are two
ballast pressure limit states defined by the AREMA MRE [1] to aid the
evaluation of the ballast condition.

1. AREMA MRE indicates that the allowable ballast pressure under
concrete sleepers to be 586 kPa (85 psi) to control ballast crushing.

2. AREMA MRE recommends an allowable subgrade bearing stress of
172 kPa (25 psi) to control subgrade permanent deformation, which
could be calculated using the Talbot equation (Eq. (9)).

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

h
p

p
16.8 a

c

4
5

(9)

where, h= support ballast depth

pa= pressure at sleeper-ballast interface
pc= pressure at subballast-subgrade interface.

Since the test site was considered to be well-maintained, the total
depth of ballast and subballast was assumed to be 46 cm (18 in.) ac-
cording to AREMA, and the ballast pressure (pa) was then calculated to
be 379 kPa (55 psi) from Eq. (9).

Ballast pressure index

To better analyze the variation of ballast pressure beneath the
sleepers, the Ballast Pressure Index (BPI) was developed. BPI is a
quantifiable value that can aid in quantifying the uniformity of ballast
pressure distribution. BPI is defined as the ballast pressure computed
from the ballast support condition assessment system, normalized to the
theoretical uniform ballast pressure within each bin of the sleeper
model, as shown in Eq. (10).

=BPI
P
P
comp

uni (10)

where, BPI= Ballast Pressure Index

Fig. 9. Comparisons between laboratory setup and back-calculator results under five unique support conditions.
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Pcomp= pressure computed
Puni = pressure based on the assumed uniform support.

For a certain sleeper bin, if the ballast support satisfies the uniform
support assumption, then the computed ballast pressure will be the
same as the uniform ballast pressure, making the BPI equal 1. When a
void develops in a sleeper bin, the computed ballast pressure becomes
0, so does the BPI for that particular bin. A sleeper bin is considered to
be a hotspot if the computed ballast pressure exceeds the AREMA al-
lowable ballast surface stress, because the exceedance indicates the
potential for accelerated ballast deterioration, which poses a threat to
safe railroad operations. Therefore, for this particular test site, the BPI
value of a hotspot is calculated to be 2.66 (586 kPa divided by 221 kPa).
Note the uniform support condition, BPI= 1, is not necessarily the
optimal support condition. The BPI is to provide the ratio of the actual
ballast pressure to the calculated ballast pressure in uniform support
condition. The acceptable or optimal BPI should be determined based
on the allowable subgrade and ballast bearing pressure of the specific
track section.

Example calculation of one field measurement

To demonstrate how raw measurements collected at the field site
were computed and translated into valuable ballast information, a set of
data from one sleeper under one series of wheel passes is used as an
example. Once the wheel passed over the sleeper, the bending of the
sleeper caused the strain gauges to elongate, changing the electrical
resistance of the gauges. The voltages associated with each of the strain

Fig. 10. Field instrumentation site: (a) Schematic map; (b) Photo during and after installation.

Fig. 11. Wheel loads provided from nearby WILD site for 74 trains over 9 visits
spanning March through September 2015.
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gauges was therefore affected. Fig. 13 gives an example of the strain
gauge readings under 23 consecutive wheel loads. The sampling rate
was 2000 Hertz for this study.

Through the multiplication of a pre-programmed factor provided by
the strain gauge manufacturer, the change in voltage could be con-
verted into micro-strain [33]. In this particular sample set, the five
strain gauges measured −46.05, 156.17, 206.08, 75.24, and −63.57
micro-strains, respectively. Before the on-site installation, the sleepers
of the same model and similar year had been calibrated in the lab so
that each strain measurement could be converted into bending moment
[8]. In this case, the calibration factors for the rail seat gauge was
−0.0894 kNm/με (−0.7909 kip-in/με), and the calibration factors for
the intermediate gauge and center gauge were −0.0782 kNm/με
(−0.6917 kip-in/με) and −0.0669 kNm/με (−0.51 kip-in/με), re-
spectively [33]. The bending moment profile could then be developed
by multiplying the strain data with the corresponding calibration fac-
tors. From one rail seat to another, the bending moments were 4.11
kNm (36.42 kip-in), −12.20 kNm (−108.02 kip-in), −13.78 kNm

(−121.98 kip-in), −5.88 kNm (−52.04 kip-in), and 5.68 kNm (50.28
kip-in) based on the measured strain.

After the bending moment profile was developed, the next step was
to input those moment values, along with the rail seat load, into the
ballast condition back-calculator and generate the reaction profile of
the sleeper. After iterations of calculation and optimization mentioned
earlier (refer to Section 2), the percentage of reaction within each bin
was computed. Fig. 14 presents the initial, final, and the intermediate
results during the iterations of the back-calculator processing. Note that
the back-calculator started with uniform support regardless of the in-
itial bending moment. The round markers in the moment graphs in
Fig. 14 are the measured bending moments. Once the calculated
bending moment values match the measured values within the toler-
ance (Fig. 14(f)), the calculation is completed (refer to Section 2 for
details).

The final results of the percentage of support from Bin 1 to Bin 6 in
this example were 14.3%, 5.1%, 35.5%, 16.3%, 19.2%, and 9.6%,
which was obtained after 550 iteration steps within 60 s of computation
time. The percentage of each bin represents the relative support pro-
vided by the bin. Multiplying the percentage by the total magnitude of
the applied load and dividing by the length and width of each bin, the
ballast pressures were then calculated for all six bins and they were
190.3 kPa (27.6 psi), 67.6 kPa (9.8 psi), 544.7 kPa (79.0 psi), 250.3 kPa
(36.3 psi), 255.1 kPa (37.0 psi), and 126.9 kPa (18.4 psi), respectively.
Finally, the BPI values could be computed by dividing the pressure by
the theoretical uniform ballast pressure (220 kPa (32 psi) in this case),
and they were 0.86, 0.31, 2.47, 1.13, 1.16, and 0.58, respectively.
Again, a BPI close to 1 indicates uniform support, less than 1 indicates
the development of a void, and higher than 1 indicates higher stress
concentration on the ballast surface than uniform support.

Ballast support assessment for multiple sleepers under one axle pass

The previous section introduced the calculation process for calcu-
lating the ballast pressure distribution under a single sleeper. Fig. 15
shows the resultant ballast pressure distribution when several in-
strumented sleepers were subjected to the same axle from a train pass at
around 8:00 a.m. on 26 May 2015. The ballast pressure limit states are
depicted in Fig. 15 as three horizontal dashed lines. To better display

Fig. 12. Component and work flow of the ballast assessment system.

Fig. 13. Sample strain gauge data.
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Fig. 14. Sample ballast support condition calculation at different iterations.
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the results, the uniformly distributed pressure within each bin was
simplified into a single point located at the centerline of each bin and
having the same magnitude as the uniform pressure. The points within
the six bins were connected together by straight lines to form the
pressure distribution profile. To clearly depict the results in a single
graph, only three out of five sleepers were selected from each zone.
Variation of ballast support conditions can be seen among the adjacent
sleepers. As shown in Fig. 15, ballast pressures varied for all sleepers in
both zones, but Zone 1 experienced a slightly higher variation, where
the mean percent difference among ballast pressure distributions in
Zone 1 was 55%, 8% greater than the mean percent difference in Zone
2. It is noticeable that the pressure in Bin 4 of Sleeper 3 was almost
zero, which means that within Bin 4 of Sleeper 3, a void had developed
at the sleeper-ballast interface. In addition, the ballast pressures of
some sleepers exceeded the ballast pressure limit computed based on
the allowable subgrade bearing stress. This indicates that subgrade
bearing capacity failure could occur if this exceedance continued to

happen. However, based on the maintenance record of the railroad, the
subgrade quality at this location exceeds the requirement by the
AREMA MRE [1]. Thus, the actual ballast pressure that would induce an
excessive subgrade pressure could be higher than the current value,
meaning that it is likely that this site would not experience a subgrade
bearing capacity failure. The allowable ballast surface stress was also
exceeded on a few occasions within Bin 3 of Sleeper 8. If this ex-
ceedance persisted, accelerated ballast deterioration could be expected.

Fig. 16 shows the color-coded BPI distribution for all ten in-
strumented sleepers under the same loaded axle used in Fig. 15. Green
represents the uniform support scenario, where the BPI value is 1; blue
represents voids, where the BPI value is 0; red represents hotspots,
where the BPI value is not less than 2.66. The more consistent green
there is for a sleeper shown in Fig. 16, the more uniform the ballast
support was beneath that sleeper. Following this logic, among all ten
instrumented sleepers, Sleeper 1 and 10 had the most uniform support
conditions. Besides demonstrating the uniformity of the ballast support
condition, this color-coded BPI distribution can also pinpoint the voids
and hotspots within the system. As can be seen in Fig. 16, hotspots were
solely developed within Zone 2, and next to each hotspot bin were two
adjacent bins showing bluish colors, suggesting that voids might de-
velop somewhere within those bins. This significant BPI difference
among the adjacent bins implies that those sleepers in Zone 2 were not
as properly supported as those in Zone 1. The evaluation contradicts the
visual inspection conducted at the beginning of the field installation,
which considered Zone 1 as poorly supported. The contradiction not
only indicates that visual inspection could be misleading, but also jus-
tifies the analysis of the ballast support condition at the sleeper-ballast
interface.

Ballast pressure variation over one day

Concrete sleeper curling behavior under temperature gradient was
well documented by Wolf et al. [33]. When the top of the sleeper is
exposed to sunlight, it experiences higher temperature as opposed to
the sleeper bottom that is buried in the ballast. This difference in
temperature, or the temperature gradient, causes the top of the sleeper
to elongate more, inducing the sleeper to curl upwards at the sleeper
center [33]. Due to the upward curling behavior, the center section of
the sleeper will have less contact with the ballast, while the rail seat
section or the end of the sleeper will have more contact with the ballast.
In order to quantify this redistribution of ballast support, data from two
train passes were captured on the same date, one around 1:00 A.M., and

Fig. 15. Ballast pressure distributions for six sleepers under one loaded axle.

Fig. 16. BPI distribution for ten sleepers under one loaded axle.
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the other one around 7:00 A.M. During the time period, thermocouples
were continuously collecting data, and the temperature gradient was
measured and found to be consistently increasing.

Fig. 17 shows the BPI distributions under a loaded axle for each of
the train passes on that date. The x-axis shows the length of the sleeper
in question, and the y-axis shows the number of wheels passing over the
sleeper. To simplify the results and provide greater clarity, results from
only 24-wheel passes are included. The color shown on the distribution
indicates the BPI value at each coordinate; similar to Fig. 16. Blue in-
dicates a BPI value of 0, green represents a BPI value of 1, and red
represents a BPI value of 2.66 or above. As temperature gradient in-
creased, the BPI values in the center section of the sleeper (Bin 3 and
Bin 4) decreased. At the same time, the rail seat sections of the sleeper
(Bin 2 and Bin 5) showed an increase in BPI, indicating that the tem-
perature gradient effect was so prevailing on the curling behavior of the
sleeper that voids were created at the center section of the sleeper and
hotspots were created at the rail seat regions.

Ballast pressure variations between months

In order to investigate the variation of ballast support conditions as
a function of time or tonnage accumulation, two more site visits were
made on 8 July 2015 and 14 August 2015, and data were collected for a
train pass at around 8:00 a.m. during both site visits. Fig. 18 shows the
BPI distributions from all three site visits. Similar to Fig. 16, for each
date, the BPI distribution was based on a single loaded axle of the 8:00
a.m. train pass. To clearly demonstrate all three BPI distributions on a
single figure, each sleeper bin was cut into three sections from the
bottom-left corner, with the top-left section representing the BPI value
from 26 May 2015, the middle section the BPI value from 8 July 2015,
and the bottom-right section the BPI value from 14 August 2015. By
doing so, the change in BPI value can be observed clockwise within
each sleeper bin.

As illustrated in Fig. 18, throughout the 4-month period and ap-
proximately 31.8 million gross tonnes (mgt) (35 million gross tons
(MGT)) of accumulated tonnage, the BPI distribution for all ten sleepers
remained generally constant. Among three site visits, the maximum BPI
increase was 0.74 (or 163 kPa (23.6 psi) in ballast pressure), whereas
the maximum BPI decrease was 0.80 (or 176 kPa (25.6 psi) in ballast
pressure).

One would expect that as tonnage increased, the ballast support
condition would become more center-bound. However, this change in
ballast support condition could not be easily observed in the test site.
On the contrary, based on the BPI distributions, Zone 2 showed the
opposite ballast behavior. Hotspots were predominant in Sleepers 6, 7,
and 8 during the first site visit, but after four months, the BPI values for

those hotspots decreased by a mean of 18%, and they were no longer
above the hotspot limit of 2.66; this could indicate that the ballast had
deteriorated or moved to allow for improved stress distribution. Factors
other than tonnage accumulation might have more impact on this
change of ballast support condition, such as change in ballast moisture
content, change in ballast particle shape, and change in temperature.

Conclusions

Railroad Infrastructure 4.0, adopted from the concept of Industry
4.0, is proposed as a revolutionary system for railroad track main-
tenance prioritization and management. The four elements - Sensor
Monitoring, Cloud Computing, Decision Making, and Problem Solving -
ensure that Railroad Infrastructure 4.0 is an automated, effective, cost-
efficient, and self-learning system capable of integrating new techni-
ques. To serve as an example, the ballast support condition assessment
system was introduced. The ballast support condition assessment
system was developed as a computer-aided tool to quantify the ballast
condition at the sleeper-ballast interface. From this work, several con-
clusions were drawn from the development and application of this
system.

• The optimization algorithm, consisting of bi-polar Pareto
Distribution and simulated annealing, ensured that the computa-
tional time was acceptable for this application (i.e. analysis took no
longer than 1min for the chosen result resolution).

• For a certain set of input variables, the back-calculator results were
identical regardless of how different the initial random support
condition was generated to be at the start of computation (i.e. the
back-calculator was considered to be a robust tool that accurately
quantified the support condition).

• During laboratory validation, the support conditions calculated from
the back-calculator were representative of the actual support con-
ditions.

• Ballast pressure varied within each instrumented sleeper, as well as
among adjacent sleepers. The difference of ballast pressure at dif-
ferent sections of the same sleeper can be as much as a factor of six.

• Color-coded BPI distribution provided an effective method to not
only evaluate the uniformity of ballast distribution, but also to
identify voids and hotpots at the sleeper-ballast interface.

• Based on data from three site visits, the accumulation of tonnage did
not have a significant impact on the ballast pressure distribution,
partially because the test site had been well-maintained.

• The developed automatic ballast support condition assessment
system can assist the rail industry in optimizing ballast surfacing
cycles, enhancing safety, and reducing operating cost.

Fig. 17. BPI distribution for one sleeper with 3◦F temperature gradient increase.
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